My teacher Miss K. should be awarded teacher of the year because we have lots of technology in class because I enjoy it. I believe this because we do fun things in class, she is short which make us not look so small and because she explains activities.

In my opinion I believe Miss K should get the teacher of the year she is the best teacher ever.

1. we do lots of fun thing
2. she is short so we do not look small
3. she make it easier by explaining well

Miss K makes learning fun. Some ways she makes it fun is by less work sheet and we play games, we dance some at the start of school.

she is short so we do not look so small. She can't reach the top white broad. She can't yell at As because we are not sacred and she is five foot.

She make it easier by explaining well. She speak clearly and she will repeat her self, she come to check on you

She is the small teacher ever that I have in school and she is a fun teacher that make school enjoyable.

The best teacher ever!!!